
IN MEMORIAM

Robert R. L. Guillard

February 5, 1921–September 25, 2016

Robert ‘‘Bob’’ Guillard was an icon in
all senses of the word. Many tributes to

him have been and will be written (see
Wikfors 1996, Anderson 2011, Sunda

2017). This is but a brief overview of a life

very well-lived and shared, with contri-

butions from colleagues and friends.
Born inNewYork City on February 5,

1921, Bob�s love for the natural environ-

ment was firmly established during his
time with his grandparents in Stonington,

Connecticut. An early scholar, Bob com-

pleted grammar school in 7 years, gradu-
ated from Townsend Harris High School

in New York City in 3 years, and earned a

B.S. in physics (City CollegeNewYork) at

the age of 20. Bob was hired by the U.S.
Navy to install and maintain antimagnetic

mine equipment. He continued to pursue

course work in the evenings and taught at

NewYorkUniversity and CCNY.During
this time, he was smitten by a botany

professor and decided that he wanted to

become a ‘‘naturalist.’’ He went to Yale in

1949 and received aMaster�s degree (1951)
en route to his Ph.D. (1954) under the

tutelage of G. Evelyn Hutchinson. Soon

after, he was awarded a summer fel-

lowship to the Woods Hole Oceano-
graphic Institute—he changed fields

from botany to oceanography. After

a short period in Hawaii, Bob was hired
by the U.S. Bureau of Commercial Fish-

eries Marine Laboratory in Milford, CT,

where he was challenged by Victor

Loosanoff with the task of ‘‘figuring out
how to growoysters.’’ AsBob recounted it,
his first thought was that the little oysters

would need to be fed and he reasoned that
they were partial to what was in the water
column. That was when he began isolating
phytoplankton and developing the tech-

niques to culture them in volume. His first
publication was in the Proceedings of the
National Shellfisheries Association, and it

launched shellfish aquaculture as we know
it today—the path to f/2 was being laid.
The first paper demonstrated that individ-

ual phytoplankton isolates differed in
their nutritional value to oysters, thereby
establishing the foundation for ‘‘the Mil-

ford Method’’ of feeding hatchery seed of
shellfish selected strains of microalgae
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which was further developed byRavennaUkeles and others.Without Bob�s pioneering work in phytoplankton culture and nutritional
value, the rearing of shellfish in captivity would not be possible.

In 1958, John Ryther recruited Bob to Woods Hole where he was a senior scientist and, in 1981, he moved to the recently
established Bigelow Laboratory for Ocean Sciences and instituted the collection of algae and other microscopic marine
organisms that was designated by Congress as the Provasoli-Guillard National Center for Culture of Marine Phytoplankton to
honor two men whose research and mentoring had provided the world with a first-class source of algae for research and

aquaculture. Anybody in the field of algal culture knows ‘‘f/2’’ but few realize that this was but a sideline for Bob. He was a global
leader in the physiological ecology of phytoplankton. Bob reduced the curiosity that drove his science to this question: ‘‘Why do
they live where they do?’’ Considering that phytoplankton cannot control their position, the question becomes almost

metaphysical and leads one into the ‘‘n-dimensional hyperspace (Bob�s phrase)’’ of physics, chemistry, and biology combined.
Bob excelled at creating an environment in which ephemeral microbes could thrive and be sustained and, in 1962, he published
a paper with John Ryther that became one of the most cited papers in marine science (over 3,400 citations at last note) as it

described in detail the most successful algal-culture medium ever developed.
Bob was anything but a one-dimensional scientist. He had a wide array of interests and talents outside the laboratory, including

fencing (he was an instructor), Morris dancing (one of the best in the country), target shooting (his keenness for guns was legendary),
and Transcendental MediationTM (TM), a practice he shared with his wife, Ruth, a TM teacher. His penchant for collecting all

manner of what most would deem junk was well known, and those same doubters always knew where to go when they needed some
esoteric item. Bob was recycling long before it was a word!

Bob�s publication record was impressive by any standard, and his advice was in constant demand. Ever the teacher, one frequently got

farmore than bargained for when they askedwhat they initially deemed a ‘‘simple question.’’ Out-of-the-blue phone calls that began with
the words, ‘‘I�ve been thinking.’’ could lead to a lifetime�s worth of questions needing answers. There are countless ‘‘Bob stories’’ and,
whereas some are not entirely suitable for publication, these will be saved for later celebrations. He was generous with his time and

expertise and never lost his curiosity and questioning mind. In 1995, Bob was named an Honored Life Member of the National
Shellfisheries Association and, in 1998, he was presented with the Honorary Life Member Award from the World Aquaculture Society.

Bob passed away in his sleep on September 25, 2016 in BoothbayHarbor,Maine, leaving behind his wife of 53 years, Ruth, three

stepsons and their families, and a barn full of decades of accumulated treasures—‘‘just in case I need them someday’’ (including,
one presumes, all those boxes of little blue paper circles that separate Millipore filters).

Bob would scoff at all the attention being paid to his accomplishments. His curiosity was at the core of his existence, his keen
intellect and sharp wit were evident even after the shortest discussion with him. Scholar, old Yankee, friend—it was an honor,

privilege, and most entertaining to have known him.

SANDRA E. SHUMWAY
Groton, Connecticut

GARY H. WIKFORS
Milford, Connecticut
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REMINISCENCES

Larry Brand, University of Miami

I consider Bob Guillard to be my academic father. Just as with my biological father, I have discovered decades later that I have
become more like him than I would have ever imagined. I also learned a lot more from him than I realized at the time. Bob was

a subtle teacher. I now realize much of what I learned from him came from simply observing how he approached science. He had
a creative mind, always coming up with new ideas. It probably helped that he started out in physics and thus had a somewhat
different perspective in asking questions about biology. He gave me complete freedom to pursue what scientific topics I was

interested in. Yet I ended upworking on research topics similar to his not because he directedme to, but because of the various ideas
I picked up from him over time. He was also a wealth of knowledge on all the subtle things about phytoplankton that never got
published. I would have never gotten this from a formal course in phytoplankton ecology. During my time in his laboratory, I
observed quite a few phytoplankton ecologists visiting him, and I am sure they benefited from his insights as much as I did. His

impact on the field of phytoplankton ecology is surely more than just his long list of publications.

Edward J. Carpenter, San Francisco State University

I still remember the first words that Bob said to me as I nervously entered his laboratory and started my postdoctoral fellowship
with him in September 1969. He said ‘‘Do you have any bugs?’’ I thought he was asking if I had fleas or bedbugs, but he was really
asking if I had brought any phytoplankton cultures with me. I learned so much from Bob in that two year experience, and it seems

that I use something that he taught me every working day. I learned how to isolate single phytoplankton cells, culture them, and
carry out experiments on nutrient uptake as well as a myriad of other valuable techniques.

Bob ran a very ‘‘Green’’ laboratory and was way ahead of his time.We were taught to hang up paper towels to dry for later reuse.

Coverslips and microscope slides were also washed and dried after their use. Any other laboratory would have tossed these items.
Bob loved to target practice with a rifle, and the two of us would head out to the shooting range on Cape Cod on the weekends.

When airplane hijackings started occurring in the early 70s, Bob said that the solutionwas to hand everyone a loaded gunwhen they

boarded the plane and there would be no more hijackings!
Once, Bob and I went to St. Croix in the Caribbean to try to get Trichodesmium into culture. We were taken offshore in a small

(;20 feet) boat, and both of us immediately became seasick and puked over the side. So much for the seagoing abilities of two guys
from Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI)! We did manage to culture the Trichodesmium for a few months, but

eventually it died. We stayed in an old stone sugar cane plantation, and Bob said he was going to take a shower and practice
transcendental meditation. After his shower, Bob sat in a chair in his room in the nude and closed his eyes and began to meditate,
and I sat outside on the porch.Meanwhile, a cleaning woman went into Bob�s room and began straightening things up. After about

five minutes, I heard her scream and run out of the room, presumably because she discovered this naked guy sitting still in the chair.
Bob just continued meditating.

Bob was extremely generous with ideas and with giving his time to teach techniques to young investigators. In the years he

was at WHOI, he mailed out hundreds if not thousands of cultures to scientists all over the world for free. His only request was
that the mailers be returned to his laboratory. He had a major influence on the field of phytoplankton research in so many
ways!

Barrie Dale, University of Oslo, Norway

There was a wonderfully inclusive scientific and cultural fellowship enjoyed by a diverse group of scientists at the Woods Hole

Oceanographic Institution when I arrived in 1964. Specialists from all the main scientific disciplines applied and pooled their
research efforts in what now seems like early days of oceanography andI do not think there were integrated courses of
oceanography at that time. Many WHOI scientists were also strong-minded individualists, and Bob stood out from the crowd.

Nobody could have written the script for my own interactions with Bob over the next ten years—a barefoot-immigrant (Charlie
Yentch�s words) paleontologist from England, not only learning how to culture ‘‘living-fossil dinoflagellate cysts’’ from Bob, but
also learning to Morris dance from him outside office hours. ‘‘Eccentric’’ became a favorite word for us, for example, as the
GuillardMorris team of six men dressed in traditional costume danced their annual spring progression throughHarvardYard with

Ruth playing pipe and tabor, and Bob calling out to the women student spectators ‘‘close your windows—these are fertility
dances!’’ From the Scandinavian perspective that I now enjoy, I feel that Bob the strong-minded individualist deserves an
epic poem.
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AN EPIC POEM FOR BOB’S ‘‘RETIREMENT’’ CELEBRATION AT WOODS HOLE

Barrie Dale with Apologies to Pam Ayres

Once I was a phytoplankton living in the sea.
Now I�m Guillard�s Culture #69,523.
I used to like my other life, please don�t misunderstand.

I was never one for cloning, or lounging on the sand.

I�ve always despised sinkers, been a swimmer all my life,
turned on by flagellation – in the oceans it�s quite rife.
I�ve always liked to mix it, the war-zone suits me fine –

for ever dodging zoos amid the foaming brine.

But the fateful day that changed my life I never will forget –
Helen Stanley sucked me up and took me for a pet.
No I never will forget it – I almost changed my form –

In a tube fresh from the autoclave, so clean but Oh so warm!

While they discuss at great extent life-cycles so complex,

I�m longing for that clone next door – and good old algal sex.
But there�s security in culture – no zoos on your rear.
NSF pays all the bills – no need for Blue Cross here.

The problem is the pressure on how to stay alive.

How to keep their interest up – in order to survive.
Wiz-kids down from MIT with elbows sharp as files
coming here to pick our brains – with such beguiling smiles.

What do they really want from us – these academic freaks

searching for new angles – and national funding peaks?
I�m trying to make some toxins – otherwise they�ll throw me out.
It�s all those Alexandriums that seem to have the clout!

I�ve shown them all my symbionts, made things that look like cysts,
faked a few new pigments – but I�m running out of twists.

We long for better days again – all of us inside.
Just like the good old days, when science had more pride.

We miss the old taxonomists who looked and gave us names –
without waving their flagellate and playing funding games.

Now I�ve been studying alga-freaks for five and twenty years,
and my observations just confirm my worst-of-all-case fears.

They are losing touch with algae – what chance have I to make a case
when I cannot leave the culture room for the global database.
The satellites can�t see me here – Bob has to realize that.

There is no hope for clones like me unfunded by SCANSAT.

But please don�t worry about us clones – for now we�ve moved to Maine
where we hope to lose the Wiz-kids, and find scientists more sane.
And if Bob takes his pension leave (I�m sure he never will)

They�ll find another keeper with the Guillard/Stanley skill.

Don�t worry for the plankton or the clones around you see.
Worry more about the scientists – for they are far from free!
When you look outside the culture flasks, amid the moans and groans
About NSF and funding – is it you or they who�re clones?

They also have their keepers – they know famine more than boon,

For he who pays the piper also calls the tune.
Like us their keepers feed them if they need them, and push them to the brink,
And when it suits administration – they flush them down the sink!
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Paul Hargraves, Harbor Branch Oceanographic Institute and Smithsonian Marine Station

In 1968, I came to GSO-URI to organize and curate a phytoplankton culture collection for EPA via a contract to Ted Smayda.

One of my first tasks was a 90-min trip to WHOI to consult with Bob on the many aspects of microalgal cultivation of which I was
a novice. He was welcoming, open, and full of advice, both solicited and unsolicited. During the succeeding 40 years, wemaintained
fairly close contact; he moved toMaine, I advanced through the academic ranks until I retired as full professor in 2006. Though we
never had a formal mentoring connection, as many other budding phycologists did, I always considered Bob as a primary mentor. I

always impressed on my students the need for open sharing of any knowledge that might bring unforeseen future benefits to them.
Our formal collaborationwas somewhat limited, but one ofmy cited papers was a short one coauthoredwith him, and it hadmuch

more to dowith one of Bob�s ‘‘f/2�’’ iterations, ‘‘L–1,’’ thanwith the work I did (Phycologia 32:234–236).We had a couple of additional

collaborations like ‘‘cooking’’ but sadly, they never reached fruition. Such awellspring of ideas one seldom sees. Duringmy retirement
career atHarbor BranchOceanographic Institute, I lost touchwith Bob until 2014when he called out of the blue to say he was sending
me some old files. When they arrived, I was surprised to see that many of them were detailed responses to my academic Dean

concerning promotions on the academic ladder. It is not amiss to say that my career was successful in part because of Bob�s support.

Kay Kilpatrick, University of Miami, Michelle Wood, University of Oregon, and Clarice Yentsch, The Waypoint Foundation

Robert Guillard, a renowned phytoplankton physiologist, became an icon in shellfish research initially because of a quest for

oyster baby food, but most importantly because he understood at the most fundamental level that ‘‘you are what you eat,’’ be you
human, clam, or algae, diet matters! Recently, the three of us met for lunch at the Fish House in Key Largo, FL, for a good time
instigated by Kay�s dealings with a local sailboat dealer. Good friends, good food, and great conversation dominated by discussion

of BobGuillard who impacted all three of us professionally and personally.We eachmet Bobwhile he was atWHOI: Kay when she
was part of the Boston University Marine Program (BUMP) in 1978, Michelle while taking Marine Botany at the Marine
Biological Laboratory (MBL) in 1974, and Clarice in the same MBL course in 1964 and 1967. Bob at WHOI was remembered as

enlightened and inspirational. He could make rapid mental moves describing microalgae in time and space often with links to form
and function. He would punctuate his logic with random thoughts that sometimes bemused and sometimes befuddled. Our heads
might spin after an encounter with Bob. No wonder that his WHOI nickname was ‘‘Spinhead.’’

We really got to know and love Bob after he moved to Bigelow Laboratory for Ocean Sciences in Maine and established the

Provasoli-Guillard Culture Collection (now part of The National Center for Marine Algae andMicrobiota). Each of us worked in
direct collaboration with Bob and, as we knew him better, he was less befuddling, but still bemusing. Usually this was because of his
non sequiturs that peppered conversations about science with observations relating to his other great loves: music, Morris dancing,

guns, and meditation. Bob was widely recognized as a creative, although idiosyncratic thinker, and he could be relied upon for
allusions to obscure, but important, scientific papers. He was effervescent and always interested in our ideas and initiatives whether
they were novel or not—a supreme educator. Bob exuded a happy quality akin to what one thinks of with a high-level yogi. Many

people suggest that he also gave ladies more attention than men, but we note that he cultivated a wide collection of friends and
collaborators. It was a delight to be in his presence and to participate in his stream of consciousness.

Steve Morton, NOAA/NOS Charleston, South Carolina

I had the pleasure of working with Bob when I was appointed Curator of the Provasoli-Guillard National Culture Collection of
Marine Phytoplankton (CCMP). During this time Bob had been ‘‘retired’’ for over seven years, yet he was always a presence at the

collection. I will always remember how generous Bob was with his time and ideas. He welcomed me into his laboratory in
a ‘‘temporary trailer’’ at Bigelow to develop axenic cultures for the collection. I was always amazed at the wealth of knowledge that
Bob had on phytoplankton culture most of which has never been published. One of the projects I worked on with Bob was the

culture of Dinophysis. We managed to culture this dinoflagellate for a few weeks to a fewmonths, but were ultimately unsuccessful
in producing a stable culture. Ultimately, a group from Japan was successful in the culture of Dinophysis using a three-step feeding
protocol in which a cryptophyte was fed to Mesodinium which was then fed to Dinophysis. A similar three-step process was

hypothesized by Bob to be the key. Like most of his career, his insight turned out to be correct.
During my two years at the Collection, it felt like I received another doctorate degree thanks in part to all the knowledge I

absorbed from Bob, not only what he taught me outright, but also from observing the man work. After I left the Collection, I had
the honor to write the Culture Techniques chapter for theManual ofHarmful Algae with Bob. I will always remember the countless

phone conversations to make sure every line of the chapter was perfect. The early drafts of the chapter had many ‘‘Bobisms’’ which
couldmake up a book by themselves. He definitely was one of a kind! I thankmy lucky stars that I had the opportunity to workwith
Bob during my career; he made me a better researcher and a better person.

Sandra Shumway, University of Connecticut

I had the good fortune to share a ‘‘temporary’’ office space (trailer) with Bob for the best part of six years. That meant regular stories,
discussions, and outright entertainment. Bob was very generous with his time and his ideas and shared both freely with graduate students
and senior colleagues alike. Several colleagues have alsopointed out thatBobwasoneof the last of a dyingbreed: of the gentleman scientist.
He was aman of impeccable integrity, who, if he wanted to get into a new area of research and he knew another colleague was working in

that area would ask them if that was okay. And if they said no, then he would respect their wishes. Not only did he not enter into
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professional jealousy, he seemed not even to understand the concept. He shunned recognition, rarely attended conferences, and did not
even visit theNSFuntil very late in his career by thenonly out of curiosity.At one ‘‘retirement’’ party,we presented himwith a gold-painted

bottle of f/2 (as sold by Sigma Chemical) mounted on a plaque, and he quipped that it was the most he had ever received for the product!
I was in the early days of demonstrating particle selection in bivalve molluscs and working toward identifying the underlying

mechanisms. Having Bob available for advice and criticism and consolation was invaluable. He was nothing short of a one-man
library, a font of knowledge, and able to put failures into their proper perspective.We often talked about the peculiarities of biology

and he was as perplexed as I when I told him which algal species the shellfish were selecting. He noted clearly that they were most
certainly not making the best choices, but buffered that thought with a warning not to anthropomorphize my thinking.

We shared a common geographical heritage and an old Yankee penchant for saving and reusing the most unlikely items, admiration

for common sense, and intolerance for unnecessary and time-wasting bureaucracy. We also shared a genuine excitement when we noted
an animal or an alga doing something that had not been observed previously, andwe had great fun discussing the interactions of the two.

Bob introduced me to the wonders of phytoplankton and became a good friend and colleague. I miss our discussions and his

humor and his common-sense approach to life, but I think of him often and treasure his contributions.

Diane Stoecker, University of Maryland

I was lucky to have been Bob�s last post doc at aWoods Hole Oceanographic Institution before he moved to the Bigelow Laboratory
forOcean Science. Although I was a zoologist by training, he welcomedme to his laboratory and taughtmemicroscopy as well as how to
isolate and grow phytoplankton. He freely shared his ideas, time, knowledge, cultures, and equipment with students and colleagues. His

focus was on what would advance the science not just his laboratory or career. His degree of openness and sharing was unusual.
Bob loved talking about his ‘‘bugs’’ (phytoplankton cultures). His concern extended from cultures to the environment. He was

careful never to cut wood on his farm during nesting season. I remember driving with him and stopping to untangle an angry

cormorant from a fence. Although he did not use the term, he ran a ‘‘green’’ laboratory before this was a concern to most scientists.
My first oceanographic cruise was on the R/V Oceanus to Georges Bank with Bob as chief scientist. He got seasick almost

immediately and disappeared until we returned to the dock. He commented afterward that he liked a Captain with a good bedside

manner. It is ironic that although he rarely went to sea, he knew phytoplankton more intimately than sea-going oceanographers
because he knew how to make them grow.

I always enjoyed visiting Bob andRuth and their dogs after theymoved toMaine, and catching upwith Bob about his newest ideas
and observations. He was an inspiring mentor and friend.

Mark Wells, University of Maine

My first contact with Bob Guillard was in 1984 when I wrote to ask about the possibility of doing graduate work with him. Whereas he
could not take on students himself at Bigelow, he ledme to LarryMayer at theUniversity ofMaineDarlingMarineCenter, on the other side of
theDamariscottaRiver estuary fromBigelow. Iarrived later thatyear, andBob joinedmythesis committee. I remember thedayafter Iarrivedwe

saton thebanksof theDamariscottaand just talkedaboutplankton.Ofall the scientists Iknow,hewasprobably theeasiest to talk toasa student.
I think that my strongest memories of Bob revolve around the kindness that he showed in taking me under his wing. He would

spend endless hours withme when I traveled to Bigelow, showingme the techniques, tricks, and insights into rearing phytoplankton
and running culture experiments. It amazed me how much of the current ‘‘knowledge’’ stemmed from his happenstance and his

‘‘green thumb’’ intuition. It never occurred to me as a young graduate student how important ‘‘tinkering’’ was to the development
of what I saw as established methods. Bob was always engaged in some small little test or experiment whenever I visited Bigelow,
most which would never be published but only added to his encyclopedic understanding of phytoplankton. To me he was the

‘‘plankton whisperer’’ because he always seemed to know how to improve the growth of my cultures.
Thefirst time IvisitedhimatBigelow, Iwasastonishedhowmanycultures and somuchactivity therewas tomaintain the collection, all being

done in such a tiny space. Bob impressedme from the start with how frugal he was, whether it was with space ormaterials. Hewas particularly

proud to showme the ‘‘incubators’’ for the entire culture collection; refurbished grocery store coolers that a local store had been throwing out
because they were obsolete. I had been ‘‘raised’’ in a laboratory that washed pipette tips for reuse, but he was a recycling guru by comparison.

Another important lessonBob taughtmewas about replication. I did all ofmy early culture work over at BigelowLaboratories in space

that Bob found forme.Bobwandered in one daywhereas Iwasmeasuring the growth response of an extensive experiment, all treatments in
triplicate. In his normalwayof clearing his throat before he spoke, he askedmewhy I had somany cultures? Thinking it strange, I said that I
wanted to be able to calculate a SD for my growth rates. His response was that I certainly would be able to calculate the precision of
a possible mistake, but that if I wanted to know the real answer I should run single cultures per treatment and repeat the experiment three

times. I did my thesis work that way and remember this insight every time I read a paper based on single, well- replicated experiments.
My other strongest recollections will be the way that he helped me learn how to write. I would spend hours struggling to find the

structure, words, and phrases for drafts of my thesis chapters before getting intomy car and driving to Bigelow to see Bob. He would sit

down with me at a table, side by side, pull out his pencil and work, sentence by sentence, through the entire draft. In his kindness, he
would say after (almost) each sentence ‘‘this is goodbut.. what if wewere to say it this way.’’Withwhat seemed like no effort hewould
transformmy text fromblatherings to focused insight.Now trying to carry on this support formy students, I know the patient endurance

it required of him.When he was having particular difficulty interpreting mymangled prose he would ask ‘‘What are you trying to say?’’
Thinking that writing needed to be structured in a ‘‘scientific’’ format, it never enteredmymind that I could just say what I thought. It is
perhaps his most lasting impact on me. I often find myself echoing the same phrase, and it never fails to improve my writing.
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